
Call to actions

Utilize the “Become a Rescue Partner” or “Rescue a Child” script below

BECOME A RESCUE PARTNER
(give monthly)

Description

Through a monthly donation, Rescue Partners provide vital funds to help
rescue children from human trafficking and sexual exploitation and
empower them to stay free. This crucial support is what allows us to
continue rescuing kids out of nightmare realities and help restore God’s
preferred destiny in their lives.

To receive Rescue Partner brochures for your congregation, email us at
sunday@destinyrescue.org.    

Rescue Partner Script

Today you heard the story(ies) of INSERT NAME OF SURVIVOR(S). Rescue
Partners around the world empower Destiny Rescue to mobilize agents to
rescue thousands of kids just like her(them) and provide post-rescue care
and support to ignite her(their) path(s) to freedom.
  
This is what you get to tangibly be a part of when you become a Rescue
Partner. Through a monthly donation, Rescue Partners help rescue children
from human trafficking and sexual exploitation and help them stay free to
discover their God-given destinies. This transformative generosity is what
allows Destiny Rescue to continue fighting one of the world’s
fastest-growing tragedies. 

Would you consider signing up to be a Rescue Partner today?  

You can become a Rescue partner by filling out the form on your seat or
hovering your camera over the code on the screen to complete the online
form.
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RESCUE A CHILD
(fund a rescue)

Description

The average cost it takes to free a child from sexual slavery and start her
Path to Freedom is $1,500. On your Rescue Sunday, your church can have a
goal of rescuing one or more children as a united church body.

Rescue A Child offering script

Destiny Rescue’s agents enter some of the darkest corners of the earth to
rescue kids like INSERT NAME OF SURVIVOR(S). It is TOGETHER, as the body
of Christ, that we can respond to the heart of God by helping rescue the
vulnerable and exploited.

The average cost it takes to free a child from sexual slavery and start her
Path to Freedom is $1,500. This equips Destiny Rescue to go into the
darkness and pull a precious child into the light. Because of generosity like
yours, Destiny Rescue can respond to situations like the ones we have heard
about today and rescue kids who are sexually exploited with no hope of
escape.

The goal of our Rescue Sunday offering today is to rescue _________
child(ren). Together, we can play a substantial role in ending this tragedy.
Would you take a moment to pray and think about what God would put on
your heart to give? 
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